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INTRODUCTION 
We are in a Bible study on preparations for the last days.  In Part 1, we learned of a pre-Adam race that 
are not humans and not from planet earth (extraterrestrials).  In Part 2, we learned how some of them 
rebelled against God and created human hybrids (giants).  In Part 3, we looked at the heathen rage 
against God.  In Part 4, we focused on the great merchant men and the sorceries of the global world of 
the Antichrist.  In Part 5, we did a history lesson from early church history in Rome when the Christians 
became the enemy of the state.  Tonight, we conclude our study with a look at the coming destruction 
that will be and already now is BEGINNING.  Bible prophecy is unfolding in real time before our eyes!  
 

❖ Definitions 

✓ “Destruction” – the act of DESTROYING; demolition; pulling down; by whatever means. 

❖ The word DESTROYER is found 7 times in KJV – Ex 12:23; Ps 17:4; Jer 4:7; 1Cor 10:10 

❖ The word DESTROY is found 33 times in the New Testament (261 in entire Bible). 

❖ The 1st OT mention of DESTROY is Genesis 6:7, 13, 17; 7:4 – God, Noah’s flood 

❖ The 1st NT mention of DESTROY is Matthew 2:13 – Herod – a type of ANTICHRIST. 

❖ The opposite (antonym) of DESTROY is SAVE.  Luke 6:9 

❖ Jesus Christ did not come to DESTROY men’s lives but to SAVE them!  Luke 9:56 

❖ The thief (Satan/Devil) comes to STEAL, and to KILL, and to DESTROY.  John 10:10     

❖ Jesus Christ was MANIFESTED to DESTROY the works of the DEVIL.  1John 3:8 

✓ “Wonderfully” – in a manner to excite surprise or wonder (the presentation to the sight 

or mind, of something new, unusual, strange, great, extraordinary, or not well understood) 
 

❖ Getting some biblical context for our study from Revelation 6:1-8: 

✓ The Tribulation Period opens (1st of 4 times through) with the 4 horsemen. 

❖ The 1st Seal – the horseman on the WHITE horse. WORLD LEADER 

▪ He has a bow (no arrows noted) and was GIVEN a crown.  Dan 8:23-25 

❖ The 2nd Seal – the horseman on the RED horse. WAR 

▪ Power was given to him to take peace from the earth.  Mt 24:6-8 

❖ The 3rd Seal – the horseman on the BLACK horse. FAMINE  

▪ A pair of balances; a measure of wheat for a penny.  Lam 5:8-10 

❖ The 4th Seal – the horseman on the PALE horse. DEATH & HELL 

▪ His name was Death; Hell followed; kill, hunger, death, beasts.  Jer 14:12 

 

For more details 
on Revelation 6, 
see Week 12 of 
our Sunday study 
of Revelation 
verse by verse. 

In Rev 9:11, the 
name Abaddon is 
“destruction” and 
Apollyon means 
“Destroyer”. 
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❖ Getting some biblical context for our study from Daniel 8:23-25: 

✓ The PROPHECY related to the coming Antichrist and his GLOBAL world system: 

❖ He is called the KING of fierce countenance; his POWER shall be mighty… 

❖ He shall DESTROY WONDERFULLY, and shall prosper, and practice… 

❖ And shall DESTROY the mighty and the holy people. 

❖ And through his POLICY also he shall cause CRAFT to prosper in his hand… 

▪ CRAFT is found 6 times in KJV; Mk 14:1; Acts 18:3; 19:25, 27; Rev 18:22 

❖ He shall magnify himself in his heart, and BY PEACE shall DESTROY many… 

❖ He shall stand up against the PRINCE OF PEACE and will not win! 

❖ Consider how the ANTICHRIST will be able to DESTROY WONDERFULLY…  

✓ Think about how Satan is ALREADY FULL THROTTLE in 4 areas of the Rev 6 horsemen. 

o GLOBAL LEADER – the globalization of the world – the model is BABYLON. Gen 11 

▪ This year – “Davos 2023” – World Economic Forum (53rd annual meeting); NWO 

▪ This week – “World Government Summit” – Klaus Schwab, Elon Musk 

▪ USA:  Digital currency; Pro-world govt, AI, and WHO; energy supply diminishing! 

o WAR – there will be wars and rumours of wars – Why is USA so set on war?  Mt 24:6 

▪ 2023-2022 – Russia and Ukraine; China and USA tensions escalating, balloons! 

▪ This week – Russia new offensive – 97% of ground forces committed. Now, UFOs!!! 

▪ USA:  Open borders, city riots, shootings; elites have undergrown compounds! 

o FAMINE – there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes.  Mt 24:7 

▪ 2023-2022 – Egg prices; farm feed; producers halted; explosions, chem trails! 

▪ This month – Toxic train derailment in Ohio, WHO “bird flu” H5N1 vaccines in process! 

▪ USA:  Hindering farmers and feed sources; food vaccines; corrupt water supply!  

o DEATH – and power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth.  Rev 6:8 

▪ 2023-2022 – Assisted suicides mainstream; New World Order IS depopulation! 

▪ This month – Suicides rising; chemical warfare; sodomy and perversion rising! 

▪ USA:  America has taken the anti-God, pro-murder, pro-perversion, all evil side! 

❖ Consider how some in wilderness were DESTROYED of the DESTROYER.  1 Cor 10:10; 2Cor 10:4 

✓ Remember that EVIL SPIRITS – devils – can deceive believers through levels of HOLDS… 

o How do we define “possession” as in the NT reality of devils?  A hold of evil spirits on a man in any 
shade of degree; for an evil spirit “possesses” whatever spot he holds, even though it be in an  
infinitesimal degree, and from that one spot works to obtain further hold on the whole being. 

o Yielding to sins of the flesh or any sin will give devils a hold in your fallen nature. 

o The primary cause of deception (possession) in believers is IDLENESS; God REQUIRES 
the CESSATION of EVIL ACTIONS of believers – it is sinful; it hinders the Holy Spirit!  

W1828  “Craft” 
Cunning, art or skill, 
in a bad sense, or 
applied to bad 
purposes; guile; skill 
employed to effect 
purposes by deceit. 
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If the Devil and 
his devils want 
believers to be 

idle and inactive, 
what might they 
do to evil affect 

your life or soul? 


